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Eclectic and austere medieval residence

 
€ 790,000,00

Ref. RH020
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Surface
750,00 sqm

Rooms
9

Bedrooms
5

Bathrooms
3

Energy label
Being defined

from Milan
72

Altitude
310,00 m asl

Green
150 sqmtr

Esclusive residence that is part of a medieval feud located on the hill of Montù Beccaria, a renowned town in the
Oltrepò Pavese.  Places steeped in memory marked by the passage of noble families, such as the Countess Dal
Pozzo Farnese who seems to have occasionally lived in the residence and precisely in the tower-house called ''Cà
del Torc''.  In his memory, the ''Farnesino'' was given its name to a locally produced sparkling wine, generous and
intoxicating, a fine wine aged with the classic method.
The visit to this residence keeps us in suspense because it is a path that surprises at every door we cross. We will
find representative environments and more private and reserved environments, dominated by the presence of the
typical materials of historic houses: the stone of the columns, the ancient terracotta floors, the beams of the solid
wood ceilings, unique artistic poses that leave the mark of a unique artisan tradition in the world.
We start from the ground floor where we access an open space of 53 square meters, a living room with an almost
religious appearance for its austerity, an environment to be interpreted at your pleasure; On the first floor there is an
apartment with a second private external entrance, kitchen, dining room, second room and living room, here the
atmosphere recalls the characteristics of the era and daily life of the past: we are struck by the convivial halls with
original vaults and windows; On the second floor there is the sleeping area with 5 bedrooms, one with private
bathroom, the others have a disengaged bathroom.
Here is the greatest emotion and surprise: from the second floor to go to the area of covered terraces an up and
down of porches closed to view but open to the sky, immediately imagined falling with blooms, or furnished for
private dinners by candlelight.
Let's start from the ground floor where we access an open space of 53 square meters, a living room with a qu
appearance The visit path is not finished, on the top floor there is a large and unique attic room with a game of
beams on the ceiling, recently built trusses but always interesting, there is a small terrace overlooking the roofs and
the surrounding hills.
Finally we enter the cellars located outside in the entrance hall area, even here the amplitudes are important,
exposed brick ceilings and historic vaults.
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Eclectic and austere this residence will touch your imagination and for those who have creativity it will be a
triumph.
 

Large covered terraces - exposed brick cellars - :
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